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1.Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY)

・ Hierarchy problem
・ Dark Matter (DM)
・ GUT
・ Inflation…

must be broken

SUSY is broken in a visible (MSSM) sector

Trace formula

SUSY
breaking

Visible
sector

Tree-level interaction

at tree-level



Gauge mediation

Anomaly mediation

Gravity mediation

SUSY must be broken in a Hidden sector !

Several SUSY breaking mechanisms suffer from the flavor problems.

SUSY
breaking

Visible
sector

some interaction

・・・ The Standard Model gauge interaction

・・・ Scale anomaly

・・・ Planck suppressed operator

・・・



Anomaly mediation

The conformal compensator

Scale anomaly

SUSY breaking source

The slepton masses become tachyonic in MSSM!

The LSP is a WIMP dark matter candidate.

The soft masses ~ ( loop factor )

… Gravitino is heavy

SUSY is broken by a supergravity auxiliary field.

SUSY
breaking Visible

sector

The flavor problem is solved.

If it is solved



Gauge mediation

Gaugino mass is often anomalously small!

The LSP is gravitino.

Cosmological gravitino problems

SUSY
breaking

Visible
sector

Messenger
sector

The SM gauge interaction

The flavor problem is naturally solved.



[A. Pomarol and R. Rattazzi ’99]

Anomaly mediation Gauge mediation

both attactive mechanisms!

The tachyonic slepton problem The anomalously small gaugino masses

Mixed

[A. E. Nelson and N. T. Weiner ‘02]

[K. Hsieh and M. A. Luty ‘06]



Gaugomaly mediation
= Gauge mediation + Anomaly mediation

The Messenger scale   

The tachyonic slepton problem can be cured
by the gauge-mediated contribution.

SUSY
breaking Visible

sector
Messenger

sector

The SM gauge interaction

Scale anomaly

The flavor problem is also solved.

~

The anomalously small gaugino masses can be enhanced
by the anomaly-mediated contribution.

[R. Sundrum ‘04]

[A. Pomarol and R. Rattazzi ’99]



2.The model

We consider the following generalized fermionic mass matrix

: The messenger fields

: A SUSY breaking spurion

: constant matrix

: The superconformal compensator

(anti-) fundamental representation under the SU(5) symmetry



: real coupling constants.and

: The singlet field : The messenger fields

: The superconformal compensator

andThe terms can be forbidden by discrete R symmetry.

2.The model



Vacuum

The SM gauge symmetry is preserved.

Scalar potential

~ order



The messenger mass matrix

We have the general messenger mass matrix. 



3. The soft masses
The gaugino masses

Anomaly mediation Gauge mediation

The holomorphic gauge coupling

scale anomaly

The gaugino masses are the sum of the anomaly and gauge mediation.



3. The soft masses
The soft scalar masses

The wavefunction renormlization factor

Anomaly mediation
Gauge mediation

Mixing term
: The eigenvalue of 



The doublet and the triplet

In (extra) ordinary gauge mediation [C. Cheung, A. L. Fitzpatrick and D. Shih ‘07]

The SU(2) doublet The SU(3) triplet

Bino Wino Gluino

R-symmetry is not imposed any condition on the coupling constants.

R-charge

Our case

We have various gaugino mass ratios!



The soft SUSY breaking Spectrum

Five continuous parameters

The indices 2, 3 represent the doublet and triplet contributions.

For simplicity, we take

The soft masses can be written by

in the unit of 



The messenger scale = 10 TeV

The soft masses at the weak scale

The gaugino masses are same as
the anomaly mediation.

The LSP is the Wino.

The LSP is the Bino.



The messenger scale = 10 TeV

The soft masses at the weak scale

The gaugino masses are same as
the anomaly mediation.

The LSP is the Wino.

The LSP is the Bino.



4.Summary

We study the model the anomaly mediation
and the gauge mediation are competed.

This model naturally solves the flavor problem.

The LSP is the Bino or the Wino.

a WIMP dark matter candidate

We have various soft SUSY breaking spectrum.





Explicit soft masses





Various representation points (at weak scale)

The messenger scale = 10 TeV

All masses are in GeV.


